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Ann Peet  

Unpredictable and compelling story 

about family relationships and how 

teenagers' insecurities can be 

manipulated.  

After a long time as a single mother Nina 

has married again after a whirlwind 

romance. Her new husband seems to have 

settled into family life with Nina's teenage 

children, Liam, a computer geek, and fifteen-

year-old Scarlett whose form tutor at school 

has offered to give her extra tuition as her 

grades seem to be slipping. Nina's happy life 

is thrown into turmoil when Scarlett says 

she is pregnant but won't tell anyone who 

the father is.  

Many issues around family relationships and teenage pregnancy are explored 

in this compelling story. The story is told partly in flashbacks to the months 

leading up to Scarlett's shock announcement and there are also chapters where 

we have Scarlett's voice telling us of her feelings. But can we be sure she is 

telling the truth? There are plenty of unpredictable twists and turns which make 

this novel difficult to put down until you find out the truth about the men in 

Scarlett's life. 

 

Sue Burton  

Excellent book which deals with family issues and trust.  

Fantastic book about real life issues that occur within a family and 

also about relationships and how small things and actions can turn 



 

to distrust.  I really liked Nina and thought she was a strong woman and 

could relate to her feelings and actions.  This book kept me guessing until the 

end of who the actual father was, it could have been one of a couple…  

 

Nicki Southwell  

This book has just about everything that can be associated with 

normal/dysfunctional family life. 

You won't be able to put this down once you start reading.  

Wow. This is a really good read, in my opinion, and I really enjoyed 

it. 

There were a lot of characters, all introduced quickly, but once the story began 

to unfold their place in this was clearer. 

Scarlett, a pretty 15-year-old school girl, falls in love. However, this doesn't 

appear to be very straightforward. Her mother, Nina who has brought her 2 

children up on her own, married Bryn who she has only known for 1 year. Was 

this a mistake and how well does she really know him. 

Scarlett's new love interest comes to light when her school asks Nina to go in to 

talk about her grades slipping. After school tuition is organised with her form 

tutor Rob Swift. 

Once Scarlett tells her mother that she is pregnant, immediately it is assumed 

that her “boyfriend” Linus is the father. Things quickly begin to unravel. 

I do not wish to spoil this by shedding any more light on what is to come. The 

form tutor's wife, who is also pregnant, and Nina's husband Bryn are all in the 

frame. 

The characters are likable, except on occasion the teenagers involved, but they 

do appear to be true to themselves. 

The plot is well researched and totally believable. The consequences of their 

actions have far reaching results. 

  

Celia Cohen  

A book portraying the agonies of being fifteen and desperate to grow up. Also 

the unfortunate parents trying to cope with this. Amanda Brooke deals 

efficiently with these issues.  



 

An enjoyable book although quite harrowing at times. It portrays how 

agonising it is to be fifteen and desperate to grow up and also how difficult it is 

for parents to cope with teenage offspring. Very well done, as usual by 

Amanda Brooke, she is an excellent writer.  

 

Humaira  

This book will be hard to forget. I feel like I say that a lot about most books 

I read but Amanda Brooke's writing is one of a kind. It was 

captivating yet at the same time I felt uncomfortable because of the 

situation. I guess that's the beauty and power of words. Highly recommend 

‘The Affair’.      

 

Rachel Aygin  

Nina is shocked to find out her 15 year old daughter is pregnant. Worse still, she 

reveals the father is a married man.  The plot thickens as Nina tries to find out 

who the father is, with the suspects including her own husband. There are 

plenty of twists and turns in this intriguing read. When I got to the end I 

immediately found myself checking out what else Amanda Brooke 

has written. Thoroughly enjoyable - top marks.     

 

Angie Rhodes  

Fifteen year old Scarlet has a secret, one she keeps locks away, one she is not 

ready to tell. But time is running out for Scarlet because she is pregnant and the 

father is a married man. A man she trusts.   

This isn't just Scarlet's story, it's also her mum Nina's, and the family’s, and how 

they have to come together, to help and give each other the help they need,  

At once shocking and heart breaking, it is beautifully written, with 

each character, having a place to tell their side of the story. It is one 

that will have you wondering what you would do, in Nina’s situation. Would 

you stay calm or fall to bits?  

The thing I liked most about, this book? The fact you DON'T find out who the 

dad is, until near the end, and the build up towards it is nail biting. 

 

 



 

Emily Curnow  

What a great book. I spent most of my time trying to guess how it would end, 

only to be surprised. It is a study of underage age sex, relationships, family, 

trust, lies and abuse. Written from the mother and her daughter's point of view 

it gives a clear insight into the chaos caused by forbidden love. It is an 

uncomfortable read because it makes you face uncomfortable 

realities, but I couldn't put it down. I can’t recommend highly enough. I 

look forward to reading more by Amanda Brooke. 

 

Edel Waugh  

The story is set in a small town in Cheshire and revolves around two families.  

The story is told through the eyes of Scarlett, a pregnant teen at the centre of the 

story, Nina her mum and Vicky, a very concerned wife.  

I read this book in one sitting as I flew through each page hoping for clues as to 

who was mystery man was. The story has quite a lot going on but it never gets 

confusing, each female’s perspective is vivid and engrossing and when you 

combine all three women's stories together and how they are linked it is 

awesome! There is some red herrings thrown in so you are never quite sure if 

your guess work is correct but that makes it all the more fun. My one fear while 

reading this was that I would not get all the answers by the end of the book as 

Scarlett is good at keeping secrets, even from the reader. Let's just say the 

ending was all I hoped for. Awesome book! You won't want to put it 

down!  

 

Evelyn Love- Gajardo  

I enjoyed this book although it made me feel glad I don't have 

teenage children! It tells the story of a 15 year old girl having an affair with 

an older man, but you're kept guessing as to who this is till near the end of the 

book.  The story is told from the point of view of the girl, her mother and the 

wife of her teacher. 

The relationships in the book are very believable and the characters well drawn. 

I would recommend it anyone who enjoys family stories. 

 

Jan Kirkcaldy  

After my initial irritation with Scarlett, the 15 year old at the heart of ‘The 



 

Affair’ I was gradually drawn in to her life. It was definitely mixed up, with a 

none-too confident mother, a newish stepdad, a geeky brother, school friends 

and teachers. While I became keen to uncover who was involved in “The Affair”, 

the story was rather irritatingly put together.  Covering a 6 month period, 

chapter headings with dates had to be noted carefully for when things had 

happened and also to identify whether it was Scarlett talking in the first person 

– of which there was a great deal.  Understandably, as it was mostly about 

teenage life and thoughts on adult life. The relevant and modern subject 

matter with which many could identify ultimately made it 

worthwhile reading. I enjoyed it but with reservations. At least it kept 

an element of surprise almost until the end. 

 

Jennifer Moville   

Despite trying to hold her family together after re marrying Nina finds her two 

children tolerate her new husband without actually liking or disliking him. He 

tries to play the middle man and does it very well helping when needed but 

staying quiet when he realises a problem is about to escalate between mother 

and daughter. 

The daughter, Scarlett is another matter. She always wants to go out on school 

nights and despite lying to her mother about studying with friends she is 

actually seeing someone. Nina suspects there might be a boy involved 

somewhere but trusts Scarlett to behave responsibly. However Scarlett has 

other ideas. The "boy" in question is a married man. He leads Scarlett on to do 

things she really has second thoughts about but does them any way and then 

one thing leads to another and Scarlett finds herself pregnant - but refuses to 

say who the father is. 

Nina is taunted about whether she has done the right thing in letting her 

daughter grow up with the freedom that she has had - but now has to work out 

what to do. The author has cleverly drawn you into a family dilemma in this 

novel. She engages you with the characters so that you almost feel part like a 

family member and part like a fly on the wall watching everything happen.  A 

very good read of a story that could happen to any family. 

  

Mollie Mayson-Simpson 

Scarlett, Nina's fifteen-year-old daughter, is pregnant, and the father is believed 

to be a married man.  There are two suspects: Bryn, Nina's new husband of less 



 

than twelve months, and Rob, Scarlett's teacher, who is known to be not averse 

to flirty relationships with senior girls. The potential for family-dynamic 

'melt-down' is rich, and Brooke exploits it thoroughly - marvellous 

stuff!  When Nina remarried she was torn between upsetting her cosy 

relationship with her daughter and making Bryn feel excluded.  But while Tina 

agonised Bryn and Scarlett appeared to become, and remain good buddies.  

Bryn also has a daughter to his first marriage, Caryn, now in her early 

twenties, who avoids all contact with her birth father. Rob's situation is also 

potentially explosive.  Vikki, his wife, mother of three-year-old Freya, is unsure 

about the direction her life should take.  Should she have another child? Rob 

would like that.  Or should she pursue a career, or Higher Education? She is 

young enough to have choices, and has a loving Mum, Elaine, who will help all 

she can.  But Elaine has health issues which might curtail her availability as 

Vikki's supporter. Meanwhile Rob still likes to flirt with attractive Sixth 

Formers, and Vikki's not too happy about that either. The book is presented like 

a set of 'case-notes', with chapter headings such as 'Before' and 'The 

Accusations', which bothered me a little, as they seemed to slow down and 

inhibit the action, with the effect that for a while the reading felt repetitive and 

too long.  But the difficulty passed and the plot moved on to conclusion.  It's a 

great read - enjoy!  

 

Elisabeth Thomas 

A gripping read full of unexpected twists and turns.  

Nina is mother to fifteen year old Scarlett and seventeen year old Liam. Newly 

married to her second husband Bryan, life for Nina seems to be finally turning a 

corner. However, when Nina discovers that Scarlett is pregnant, her world 

starts to fall apart. Scarlett refuses to tell anyone who the father of the baby is. 

No one is free from suspicion – is it Rob, the teacher who has been giving 

Scarlett extra tuition? Or does the cause of Scarlett’s unplanned pregnancy lie 

closer to home?  

Accusations start to fly and as they do marriages and lives will be torn apart 

before the true identity of Scarlett’s lover is revealed.  

A gripping read which switches between the present (when Nina discovers 

Scarlett's pregnancy) to the past (events leading up to the discovery of the 

pregnancy). The book kept me hooked right until the very end.   

  

 



 

Nicola Edwards  

A gripping story of family relationships, I loved it! I can't wait for 

the next Amanda Brooke book.   

This is the second book I have read by Amanda Brooke, so I knew I was going to 

be in for an exciting and gripping read! At fifteen, Scarlett is holding onto a 

dark secret; she is pregnant by a married man and can’t tell anyone who the 

father is. However, this book isn’t just about a teenage pregnancy; it is so much 

more than that. It starts with Nina, Scarlett’s mum who after years of being a 

single mother to Liam and Scarlett marries Bryn, a local taxi driver within a 

short space of time. This challenges the family dynamic and with having two 

teenagers, and her own business Nina has her hands full. How will she cope 

with finding out that her teenage daughter is pregnant? 

It was really interesting how this book is configured; it isn’t just the story of 

how a relationship between a teenager and an older man develops. Instead the 

author chooses to look at it another way and turns it more into a guessing game 

of who this man is and this relationship affects everyone involved. You are kept 

guessing right to the end on who the father is, which really makes you want to 

read on.  

The characters are written really well and Brooke really encapsulated the 

mixed up emotions of a teenager. A really enjoyable book from a very talented 

author! 

  

Donna Smith 

A great read, everyday subjects told really well and with feeling. Characters 

that you will find infuriating, annoying, pathetic as well as vulnerable and sad.  

Well this book grabbed me and I needed to see it through in just a 

few sittings. Great for a car journey! For the first half I was happy thinking I 

knew where it was heading and it was a fairly easy chicklit read but wow the 

second half blew that away. It took me by surprise. I became angry at the turn, 

despite knowing the way it was going, hoping I was wrong and ultimately 

being proved right all along was hard. It deals with a hard subject matter really 

well. The author has written a good story, it's captivating and gripping without 

being over the top. There are characters I didn't like, ones that annoyed me, 

Scarlett mostly made me think ‘selfish cow’ and characters I thought where a bit 

wet and needed a kick up the butt.  I ended the book in tears. I was crying for 

the way it ended, the emotions it brought forth, and the fact that despite 

everyone wishing otherwise there really are some horrible nasty people out 



 

there. This may be a novel but I bet it's pretty accurate in many areas.  I still 

think the sub story could have been beefed up a bit. Liam and Eva could really 

take that storyline further but it wasn't to be. Overall a great read. 

  

Catherine Dugmore 

Throughout the book you constantly change your mind as to who 

could be the father of 15 year old Scarlett's baby. Unexpected 

emotional twists throughout the whole book. A superb thought 

provoking read.  

Nina Carrington a divorcee with two children meets Brynn - the taxi driver who 

picks her up to take her to a New Years Party. Eight months later they marry. 

Nina Thomas is adjusting to her new wonderful life following her recent 

marriage to gentle loving Brynn, (a roses round the door marriage - which was 

as far removed from her previous marriage as she could imagine). Is the fact 

that Nina's daughter, Scarlett aged 15, is pregnant about to blow the wonderful 

happy life apart? 

As soon as you enter the book, you are drawn into the life of 15 year old Scarlett, 

and who could be the father of her baby.  Her teacher or her new step dad. A 

superbly written book with lots of emotional, thought provoking twists along 

the way that are so unexpected.  As the story unfolds, families and friends lives 

are torn apart.   

You can follow Catherine on Twitter: @katepink 


